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The Temporal Reference of Bare Accomplishment Sentences in Taiwanese 
Mandarin 

This study aims to account for the present tense reading of bare accomplishment sentences in 
Taiwanese Mandarin (TM) by means of Depraetere’s (1995) notion of (un)boundedness. 
Bare accomplishment sentences are sentences describing accomplishment situations without 
any temporal adverbials or tense-like elements. Lin (2002) proposes that there is a covert 
present tense which takes a homogeneous situation as its complement, whereas covert past 
tense takes a heterogeneous situation as its complement. Activities in his theory are viewed as 
homogeneous, serving as covert present tense’s complement and ultimately projecting a 
present tense sentence. Accomplishments otherwise are classified as heterogeneous, serving 
as covert past tense’s complement, leading to the projection of a past tense sentence, as (1). 
 
(1) a.  b. 

 
 
  (Lin 2002: 284) 
 
However, Lin’s proposal is challenged by bare accomplishment sentences in (2). According 
to him, these two bare accomplishment sentences should have past readings only, yet they 
have both past and present readings. The present readings cannot be predicted by his theory.  
 
(2) a. ta goa-zi jiao de hen man      
  he manuscript  proofread DE very slow      
  i. ‘He is proofreading the manuscript and the speed is very slow.’ (present) 
  ii. ‘He proofread the manuscript and the speed was very slow.’  (past) 

 

 b. ta zhe fu hua hua de hen/tai man 
  he this CLF picture paint DE very/too slow 

 i. ‘He is painting this picture and the speed is very slow.’   (present) 
 ii. ‘He painted the picture too slowly.’     (past) 

 
 (Lin 2002: 287) 

 

 
These examples reflect the necessity of distinguishing the inherent constitution and the 
actualisation of a situation, respectively (a)telicity and (un)boundedness in Depraetere’s 
(1995) sense. Bounded situations refer to situations which have terminated, and unbounded 
situations to situations which have not yet terminated.  
 

[=a present tense sentence] 

[+homogeneous] 

he  very     clever 

[=a past tense sentence] 

[+heterogeneous] 

he break    one- CL  bowl 
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It is clear that the inherent constitution of a situation is not enough for determining the 
temporal reference of accomplishment sentences in TM. Therefore, I propose that in 
determining the temporal reference of accomplishment sentences in TM, it is the actualisation 
rather than the inherent constitution of a situation that should be taken into account. In 
addition, this means that unbounded accomplishment sentences in TM should be treated as 
activities. Given that, both the past and present readings of the two sentences can be justified 
at the actualisation level in accordance with Lin’s theory. The past reading holds only when 
the two situations expressed by the two sentences are bounded, whilst the present reading 
holds when the two situations are unbounded.  
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